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Tricks for formulating/solving problems
(principles of theoretical research)

1.Simplification: get rid of enough detail (including 
practical aspects) for intuitive understanding
2.Similarity to a known problem (experience helps) 
3.Reformulate (avoid getting in a rut) 
4.Generalize (more than opposite of simplify) 
5.Structural analysis (break problem into pieces)
6. Inversion (work back from desired result)
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• Shannon was almost opposite of applied mathematicians
• Applied mathematicians solve mathematical models formulated 

by others (perhaps with minor changes to suit their tools)

• Shannon was a creator of models — his genius lay in 
determining the core of the problem and removing details 
that could be reinserted later

• Shannon was interested in several problems at all times

• Shannon studied what was happening in multiple fields, 
but didn’t work on what many others were working on

• Shannon asked conceptual questions about everyday 
things

Shannon a la Gallager



Claude Shannon’s schematic diagram of a general communication system (1948: Figure 1) 
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The fundamental problem of communication is that of 
reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately 
a message selected at another point.
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Big idea #1: 

Communication is a statistical problem
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Various incarnations of 
Shannon’s schematic for a 
general communication 
system in textbooks. 

(a) Fano (1961: Figure 
1.1). (b) Ash (1965: Figure 
1.1.1). (c) Berger (1971: 
Figure 1.2.1). (d) two 
figures from Csiszár and 
Körner (1997: Figures 2.1 
and 2.2). (e) MacKay 
(2003: Figure 1.6). (f) two 
figures from Cover and 
Thomas (1991: Figures 
8.1 and 8.12). (g) 
Woodward (1953: 58). (h) 
Hancock (1972: Figure 
1.1). (i) Richardson and 
Urbanke (2008: Figure 
1.2). (j) Gatlin (1972: 
Figure 17). (k) Rényi 
(1984: 43). 



[Fano, Transmission of Information, 1961.]



before we had the theory,… we had been 
dealing with a commodity that we could
never see or really define. We were in the 
situation petroleum engineers would be in if 
they didn’t have a measuring unit like the 
gallon. We had intuitive feelings about these 
matters, but we didn’t have a clear 
understanding
   – Jerome Wiesner (1953)



[H. Nyquist, “Certain Factors Affecting Telegraph Speed,” Bell System Technical Journal, 1924.]



• If the following messages are equally likely, how many 
bits are being produced?

1. {01101, 11101}

2. {1, 0}

3. {Ẉ, Ẋ}

4. {33333333333, 4444444}

5. {01, 10, 11, 00}

6. {000, 111, 110, 101} 



Not just possibilities but probabilities (from 
Nyquist to Shannon)

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_entropy_function#/media/File:Binary_entropy_plot.svg]



Big idea #2: 

There is a notion of information rate, which can be measured in bits



Axiomatic derivation of mutual information

















Claude Shannon’s schematic diagram of a general communication system (1948: Figure 1) 

Why is information theory not just applied probability?
What is different from detection and estimation?



Generally thought of as given by nature
Generally up to the design of the engineer



• What is the best that one can do?

• How much can coding help? 



Big idea #3: 

Coding



Kinds of lossless source codes

• Fixed-to-variable (e.g. Huffman code)
• Typically want a way to separate codewords without punctuation (unique 

decodability, e.g. prefix-free)

• Variable-to-fixed (e.g. Tunstall code)

• Variable-to-variable (e.g. concatenation of Tunstall and Huffman)
• Optimal codes are an open question, whole area largely unstudied

• Fixed-to-(almost)fixed, also called block codes

Consider zero error and arbitrarily small error



Kraft inequality and Shannon-Elias Codes



Block Codes and AEP



Universal source codes

• So far, we assumed that we knew the source distribution in order to 
design good/optimal codes

• What if we don’t?  Learn the probabilities while doing the coding

• Universal source codes, such as Lempel-Ziv (LZ78)



The Beauty of Lempel-Ziv Compression

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RV5aUr8sZD0
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